Abstract: This article deals with the issues of school choices in fund distribution. First of all, through comparing two data sets of candidate schools and non-candidate schools, we employ different degree comparison, discrete data statistics and other methods to find out the indicators which has exerted an influence on this kind of classification. Otherwise, principal component analysis is utilized to set up a comprehensive assessment model, rank the candidate schools and distribute the funds. Final results show that totally 29 sets of indicators are important indicators of classification. And through ranking candidate schools according to these indicators, the investment schools and fund distribution chart is obtained.
1.Introduction
The Goodgrant Foundation, a charitable organization, wants to help improve educational performance of undergraduates in the United States. To do this, the foundation intends to donate a total of $100,000,000 to an appropriate group of schools per year, for five years. We are required to develop a model to determine an optimal investment strategy. Its goal is to have the highest likelihood of producing a strong positive effect on student performance. At the same time, maximizing the function of the investment also should be taken into account. All in all, we must do so in a more reliable and scientific way instead of judging subjectively.
Index Selection
The difference in important indicators is the symbol of differences between the candidate school and other schools, this is also the basis of filtering a candidate school. After that, we believe the date list of candidate schools is absolutely not for no reason at all, it must be some significant characteristic to distinguish them from all the school database. So we contrast the two Table and attempt to find the significant difference. To some degree, the difference of these characteristic reflect some criteria how we determine the list of Candidate School. What's more, these factors will be our important indicators to evaluate candidate schools.
Three steps were divided to screened indicators and important indicators have been successfully located.
Screening One
First, by using the method of similarity analysis to screen important index, we make mean contrast of 75 groups of variables between 2937 groups of candidate school data and data from 4868 non-candidate schools so as to filter variable data with relatively smaller similarity, thinking these data almost make no effect on determining the list of candidate school. The following is the visualization of mean contrast:
To take the first step for screening, we establish a standard, introducing the conception of difference than, and the difference than is defined for each indicator as:
Where u stands for the indicators of candidate schools v stands for the indicators of non-candidate schools
It reflects on similarity of two parameters, the smaller the greater the Ω is, the more similar they are. It is no doubt that the maximum of this parameter is 1 and the minimum of this parameter is 0.
For every index, calculate the Ω of candidate schools and non-candidate schools. And evaluate it. The larger the Ω is, the lower the similarity of two groups of data index is, and the more discrete the distribution is. We make statistics for those indicators and establish a standard that for indicators whose difference than is higher than 50%, we think its influence no more than half and it's reasonable to give them up. After screening, the original 75 groups of indicators turn into 49 groups, which greatly reduces the number of indicators and is of great help to the results of evaluation. Model accuracy achieves further ascension now.
Screening Two
Though having deleted part of the indicators through the first step of screening, we still have 49 indicators left, which makes it still hard to evaluate schools. So other basis is needed to eliminate indicators of high similarity. This time, we introduce the conception of DIFF to compare the differences of the contents of the two parameters, at the same time to eliminate the differences between different units. The greater the value of the Diff, the greater the degree of difference between two groups of data. Compare difference degree of candidate and the non-candidate schools' index under the same index, and give up indicators whose difference is not obvious.
To this end, we define a standard, that when the value of the diff is between average and 1, its difference degree is considered to be big, so the parameter can be preserved.
Through this step of filtering, we filter out nearly half of the indicators, the rest 29 set of indicators are in line with the normal data processing scale, and next we rank schools based on the 29 indexes.
Finally, it is found that the remaining indicators include not only the discrete index, but also the non-discrete index. We have a discussion on the two indicators.
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Discrete data statistics For non-discrete indicators, the principal component analysis can be a good way to find the principal component and give the evaluation index, which is the necessary elements of the next school rankings.
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Rank Schools
Make the main component analysis of the remaining 293719 group data, using Matlab software, we obtain the correlation coefficient matrix of the first 19 of the root and the contribution rate as shown in the table.
Table 2. Principal component analysis results
It can be seen that the cumulative contribution rate of the former n characteristic root is more than 95%, and the principal component analysis is very good. The following is a comprehensive evaluation of the former n principal components.
The resulting n principal components are
The comprehensive evaluation model of principal components was constructed with the contribution rate of n principal components as the weight. The n principal components into each year on the type, you can get the school ranking and the comprehensive evaluation results.
